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A
active antenna, aktiv antenn

a receiving antenna with a built-in preamplifier
adjacent channel,  grannkanal

the communications channel immediately above or below the desired channel
in frequency alternate channel the communications channel next beyond the
adjacent channel

aliasing,
distortion that results when a signal is sampled at too low a rate

amplitude modulation (AM), amplitudmodulering
a modulation scheme in which the amplitude of high-frequency signal is
varied in accordance with the instantaneous amplitude of an information
signal

anechoic chamber, ekofritt rum
an enclosure lined with material which absorbs electromagnetic radiation

angle modulation,  vinkelmodulation
general term that includes frequency and phase modulation

antenna,  antenn
a device to radiate or receive electromagnetic radiation at radio frequencies

Armstrong method,
a technique for generating FM indirectly using a balanced modulator and a
phase shifter

array, uppställning, stackade antenner
an antenna system composed of two or more simpler antenna elements

attenuation of free space, utbredningsdämpning
reduction in signal strength due to spreading of the waves at a distance from
the transmitter

audio frequency (AF), lågfrekvens (LF)
a frequency between 15 Hz and 20 kHz, within the range of normally audible
sound

autodyne converter, autodynmottagare
a combined mixer and local oscillator using the same transistor or tube for
both

automatic frequency control (AFC),  automatisk frekvensreglering
a scheme for keeping a transmitter or a receiver tuned to the correct
frequency by applying a correction voltage to a VCO when the operating
frequency is incorrect

automatic gain control (AGC), automatisk förstärkningsreglering
a circuit to adjust the gain of a system in accordance with the input signal
strength

automatic request for retransmission (ARQ),
an error-control system based on the repetition of data blocks that contain
errors

automatic-level-control (ALC) circuit, automatisk nivåreglering
a circuit for keeping the amplitude of a signal within prescribed limits

B
balanced mixer, balanserad blandare

a mixer in which the input frequencies are cancelled, so that they are not
present at the output

balun, balun
a device for coupling balanced and unbalanced lines

baseband,  basband
the band of frequencies occupied by an information signal be fore it
modulates the carrier

baud rate,
number of symbols per second

beamwidth,  lobbredd
the angle between the points on the major lobe of an antenna at which the
radiated power density is one-half its maximum value

beat-frequency oscillator (BFO),  svävningsoscillator
an oscillator that reinserts the carrier signal in a single-sideband or
continuous-wave receiver

blocking, blockering
reduction of gain for a weak signal due to a strong signal close to it in
frequency ceramic filter a bandpass filter using piezoelectric ceramic
elements

buffer,  buffert
an amplifier stage used to isolate two stages. Often used to prevent changes in
load impedance from affecting the frequency of an oscillator

bypassing, förbikoppling
removal of an unwanted signal by providing a low-impedance path to ground

C
calorimeter wattmeter, kalorimetrisk effektmätare

device for measuring power by sensing a change in temperature
capture effect, undertryckningseffekt

ability of an FM receiver to receive the stronger of two signals, ignoring the
weaker

capture range,  infångningsområde
the total frequency range over which a PLL can become locked to a signal

carrier,  bärvåg
a signal that can be modulated by an information signal

carrier shift,
change in amplitude of the carrier component of an AM signal with
modulation

cathode-ray tube (CRT),  bildrör
a vacuum tube that uses a moving electron beam to produce patterns or
images on a phosphorescent screen

cavity, kavitet, hålrumsresonator
a space in which microwaves can resonate by means of in-phase reflections
from the walls

channel,  kanal
a path for the transmission of signals

channel separation,  kanalseparation
in a stereophonic audio system, the difference, in decibels, in the output level
of the two channels with only one channel driven

characteristic impedance,  karakteristisk impedans, egenimpedans
the ratio between voltage and current on an. infinitely long transmission line

chrominance (chroma), krominans
colour signal

circulator, circulator
a device with three or more ports that allows an input to one port to emerge
only at the next port in order

coaxial line, koaxialkabel
a transmission line with concentric conductors

comb filter, kamfilter
filter that can pass (or reject) a fundamental frequency and its harmonics

compander, kompander
a combination of a compressor, used in the transmitter, and an expander, used
in the receiver, designed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a
communications system

component colour,  komponentfärg
video system in which colour and luminance are sent separately, without
frequency interleaving

composite video, sammansatt videosignal
video system where luma, sync, and chrome signals (if present) are combined

compression,  kompression
system that provides more gain for low-level signals than for higher-level
signals

compression point (1dB), kompressionspunkt (1dB)
The level where the power gain has decreased 1dB. For amplifiers the CP
mostly is referred to the output power.

compressor,  kompressor
an amplifier whose gain decreases with increasing amplitude of the input
signal

continuous waves (CW), kontinuerlig bärvåg (telegrafi)
a system in which the transmission is continuous, as distinct from pulsed
systems. The term is also used sometimes to represent on-off keying
(switching) of an otherwise unmodulated carrier.

converter, frekvensomvandlare
the combination of a mixer and a local oscillator that is used to move a signal
from one frequency to another

Crosby system,
a method of generating FM signals directly, which uses a discriminator for
automatic frequency control

crystal,  kristall
a small slab of quartz with attached electrodes; used as a resonant circuit

crystal filter,  kristallfilter
a bandpass filter using piezoelectric quartz elements
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D
data communications equipment (DCE),

a modem
data terminal equipment (DTE),

a computer or terminal
dBd, dBd

a measure of antenna gain: decibels with respect to a lossless halfwave dipole
dBHz, dBHz

a measure of bandwidth: decibels with respect to 1 Hz
dBi, dBi

a measure of antenna gain: decibels with respect to an ideal isotropic radiator
dBm,  dBm

a measure of power: decibels with respect to 1 mW in 50 ohms
dBW,  dBW

a measure of power: decibels with respect to 1 W in 50 ohms
de-emphasis,  avbetoning, deemfas,

low-pass filter in a receiver to remove the effect of preemphasis on the
frequency response

decoupling,  avkoppling
prevention of the undesired passage of signals between circuits

delta modulation, delta modulation
digital communication scheme based on transmitting the direction of
amplitude change between samples

delta phase-shift keying (DPSK),
modulation technique based on the change in phase between successive
symbols

demodulator, demodulator
circuit that restores the original information signal when supplied with a
modulated signal

dielectric strength,  genomslagshållfasthet
magnitude of the electric field required to cause breakdown and arcing in a
dielectric

dipole, dipol
any antenna consisting of a single conductor with zero current only at its two
ends

direct FM, direkt-FM
any system which generates FM without going through a preliminary stage of
phase modulation

directional coupler, riktkopplare
a device which launches, or receives, a wave in a transmission line or
waveguide, in one direction only or allows a signal moving along a
transmission line in one direction to be measured

directivity,  direktivitet, riktningskänslighet
the ratio of the maximum to the average radiation intensity for an antenna

discriminator, diskriminator
a circuit whose output is proportional to the difference between its input
frequency and a predetermined center frequency

dispersion, dispersion
variation of velocity as a function of frequency in a wave guide or medium

distortion, distorsion
any undesirable change in an information signal

domain, domän, område
in a semiconductor, a concentration of charge

Doppler effect,  dopplereffekt
change in frequency when a wave reflects from a moving object

doubler, dubblare
a frequency multiplier whose output frequency is twice that of the input signal

driver,  drivsteg
amplifier which supplies the required input power for a power amplifier

ducting, ledskiktsutbredning
a means of propagation where the waves are confined within a refractive
region of the troposphere, or between such a region and the ground

dummy load, konstbelastning, konstantenn
a noninductive power resistor used to simulate an antenna or loudspeaker
when testing a transmitter or audio power amplifier respectively

duty cycle, arbetscykel
ratio of time in use to total time for an electronic system

dynamic range,  dynamiskt område
ratio between largest and smallest signal present at a point in a system; usually
expressed in decibels exciter the stages of a transmitter that operate at low
power levels

E
effective area, effektiv area

the area from which a receiving antenna can be considered to extract all the
energy in an electromagnetic wave or the ratio of the available output power
to the power density of the received wave

effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP),  effektiv isotropiskt utstrålad
effekt

product of the power sup plied to a transmitting antenna and the gain of the
antenna with respect to an isotropic radiator

effective radiated power (ERP),  effektiv utstrålad effekt
product of the power supplied to a transmitting antenna and the gain of the
antenna with respect to a loss less half-wave dipole

efficiency,  effektivitet
in data communications, the ratio between information bits and total bits

electric field intensity (or strength),  elektrisk fältstyrka
ratio of the electric force on a charge to the charge, at a given point (Units
are volts per meter.)

envelope, kontur, envelopp
curve produced by joining the tips of the individual RF cycles of a modulated
wave

envelope detector,  dioddetektor, enveloppdetektor
demodulator that works by extracting the information signal from the
envelope of an AM signal modulation index measure of the extent of
modulation of a signal

expander, expander
an amplifier whose gain increases with increasing amplitude of the input
signal

F
far-field, fjärrfält

region a distance far enough from an antenna that local inductive and
capacitive effects are in ,ignificant

Faraday rotation, faradayeffekt
a change in the polarisation of an electromagnetic wave as it passes through a
magnetic field (The ionosphere causes Faraday rotation of VHF and UHF
signals.)

forward error correction (FEC),
a digital communication system that transmits enough redundant information
to allow the receiver to correct errors

Fourier series,  fourierserie
a way of representing periodic functions as a series of sinusoids

free space, fri rymd
a vacuum that allows radio waves to propagate without any obstruction

free-running frequency, frisvängande frekvens
the frequency at which a VCO operates when its control voltage is zero

frequency agility, frekvenshopp
ability of a transmitter to tune rapidly from one operating frequency to
another

frequency deviation, frekvenssving
amount by which the frequency of an FM signal shifts to each side of the
carrier frequency

frequency domain,  frekvensdomän
a representation of a signal's power or amplitude as a function of frequency

frequency multiplier,  frekvensmultiplicerare
a circuit whose output frequency is a small integer multiple of the input signal
frequency

frequency synthesiser, frekvenssyntetisator
a device that can produce a large number of output frequencies from a
smaller number of fixed-frequency oscillators

frequency translation,  frekvensomvandling
movement of a signal from one frequency to another using a mixer-oscillator
combination

frequency-shift keying (FSK),
a communication technique using frequency modulation of a carrier

Fresnel lens, fresnel-lins
a lens that is stepped in order to reduce its size

front end,  ingångssteg
the first stage of a receiver

front-to-back ratio, fram-bakförhållande
the ratio between the radiation intensity in an antenna's direction of maximum
radiation, and the intensity at an angle of 180° to this direction
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G
geostationary (geosynchronous),  geostationär

satellite an artificial satellite whose orbital period is equal to that of the earth's
rotation, so that to an observer on earth the satellite appears to remain
stationary (A geostationary satellite must have an equatorial orbit.)

ground plane,  jordplan
an artificial ground, often consisting of an area of foil left on one side of a
circuit board or an artificial ground consisting of a conducting surface or an
equivalent (such as wire mesh or a group of wires) at the base of a vertical
antenna

ground wave,  markvåg
a vertically polarised electromagnetic wave that propagates along the surface
of the earth

group velocity, grupphastighet
the speed of transmission of a signal along a waveguide

Gunn device, gunn-diod
a slab of N-type gallium arsenide that can operate as an oscillator or
amplifier by means of domain formation

H
helix,  helix, spiral

a spiral
high-level modulation, högnivå-modulation

amplitude modulation of the output element of the output stage of a transmitter
high-side injection,

application to a mixer of a signal from a local oscillator that operates at a
frequency above that of the incoming signal

hold-in range,  hållområde
frequency range within which a PLL can remain locked, measured to one
side of the free-running frequency. Equal to half the lock range

hybrid tee,  hybrid T
a combination of E-plane and H-plane tees

I
image frequency, spegelfrekvens

in a frequency converter, a second input frequency that will produce the
same output frequency

IMPATT diode,  IMPATT-diod
a junction device that can operate as an oscillator or amplifier, by means of
avalanche breakdown

independent sideband (ISB),  oberoende sidband
an AM communications system in which each of the two sidebands carries a
separate information signal

index of refraction,  brytningsindex
ratio of the phase velocity of a wave in free space to that in the medium
under consideration ionosphere ionised region of the earth's atmosphere

indirect FM, indirekt-FM
any method which generates FM using a phase modulator and an integrator
applied to the modulating signal

information capacity,
maximum data rate for a channel

intermediate frequency (IF), mellanfrekvens (MF)
a frequency to which a signal is shifted as an intermediate step in reception or
transmission

intermediate power amplifier (IPA), mellaneffektförstärkare, drivsteg
the driver stage of a large transmitter

intermodulation, intermodulation
arise of new frequency components due to interaction between input signals

intermodulation point,  intermodulationspunkt
the intersection between the extrapolated curves for the fundamental and
intermodulation signal in a Pin/Pout diagram. For amplifiers the IP mostly is
referred to the output power.

isolator, isolator
a waveguide device that has low loss in one direction and high loss in the
other

isotropic radiator,  isotrop antenn
a hypothetical antenna having zero physical size, no loss, and radiating
equally in all directions

K
klystron, klystron

a type of linear-beam microwave tube that uses velocity modulation of the
electron beam

L
line code,

means of representing logic levels as electrical signals
loading,

the process of increasing the electrical length of an antenna by the addition of
inductance or capacitance

lobe, lob
the portion of an antenna pattern between two nulls

local oscillator,  lokaloscillator
an oscillator used in conjunction with a mixer to shift a signal to a different
frequency

lock range, låsområde
total range of frequencies within which a PLL, once locked, can remain
locked

lock time, låsningstid
time taken for a PLL to achieve phase-lock, when the frequency shifts

loop filter, slingfilter
a low-pass filter included within a phase-locked loop

low-level modulation, lågnivå-modulation
modulation of a transmitter at any point before the output element of the
output stage

low-side injection,
application to a mixer of a signal from a local oscillator that operates at a
frequency below that of the incoming signal

luminance (luma),  luminans
signal that provides brightness information in a video system

M
magic tee,  magiskt T

see hybrid tee
magnetic field intensity (or strength), magnetisk fältstyrka

magnitude of the magnetic field vector (Units are amperes per meter.)
magnetron, magnetron

a crossed-field microwave-tube oscillator in which electrons circle around
the cathode under the influence of a magnetic field

main lobe,  huvudlob
the lobe in the direction of maximum radiation

maximum usable frequency (MUF),  maximalt användbar frekvens
the highest frequency that will be returned by the ionosphere at a given point

mechanical filter, mekaniskt filter
a bandpass filter that makes use of mechanical resonators

microstrip, microstrip
a microwave transmission line constructed on a printed-circuit board,
consisting of a single conductor on one side of the board and a ground plane
on the other side

microwave,  mikrovåg
conventionally, electromagnetic radiation in the range above approximately 1
GHz

Miller capacitance, Millerkapacitans
an equivalent capacitance across the input of an amplifier that represents the
effect of feedback combined with internal capacitance in the amplifying
device

minor lobe, bilob
a lobe with less intensity than the main lobe

mixer,  blandare
a nonlinear circuit designed to generate sum and difference frequencies
when two or more frequencies are present at its input(s)

mobility,  rörlighet, mobilitet
the speed of electron drift in a conductor or semiconductor

mode, mod
in a waveguide, a specific configuration of electric and magnetic fields that
allows a wave to propagate

modem,
a modulator-demodulator

modulation,  modulation
the process by which some characteristic of a carrier is varied by an
information signal

modulation index,  modulationsindex
in FM and PM, the peak amount in radians by which the phase of a signal
deviates from its resting value

modulator,  modulator
circuit that produces a modulated wave when supplied with a carrier wave
and an information signal

modulus, modul
the number by which a digital divider chain divides

monopole,  monopol
an antenna with a current null at one end and a maximum at the other, with no
other nulls in between
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multipath reception,  flervägsutbredning, flervägsdispersion
situation where a signal arrives at a receiving antenna via two or more paths
(Usually one of these paths is direct from the transmitting antenna and the
other(s) involve reflections.) normal a line drawn perpendicular to the
interface between two media

multiplexing, multiplexering
the transmission of more than one information signal over a single channel

multiplier, multiplicerare
a circuit whose output is proportional to the product of the instantaneous
amplitudes of two input signals

N
narrowband FM (NBFM), smalbands-FM

FM with a relatively low modulation index.
near-field region, närfältsområde

the region close to an antenna, where local inductive and capacitive effects
predominate

network analyser, nätverksanalysator
instrument for measuring s-parameters of devices and components

neutralisation, neutralisering
a means of avoiding instability in amplifiers by using negative feedback

noise, brus
any undesired disturbance superimposed on a signal that obscures its
information content

noise figure,  brusfaktor
ratio of input to output signal-to-noise ratio for a device

noise temperature,  brustemperatur
equivalent temperature of a passive system having the same noise-power
output as a given system

non-return-to-zero (NRZ),
a line code that does not have the requirement that the voltage return to zero
between symbols

NTSC video,  NTSC
North American television standard

null,  inget värde
a place where some quantity (such as radiation or current) is zero

O
open-wire line,  öppen ledning

a transmission line with parallel conductors, separated by spacers
overall efficiency, total verkningsgrad

ratio of the power output of a device such as a transmitter to the total power
required from the primary power source

overhead,
in data communication, bits that do not example those used for timing and
error control

overmodulation, övermodulation
modulation to a greater depth than allowed. (For AM, this means a modulation
index greater than one.)

P
PAL video, PAL

Phase-Alternating-Line, European television standard
parity,  paritet

a bit added to a transmitted character to aid in error detection
path loss, utbredningsdämpning

the ratio between the signal appearing at the receiving antenna terminals, and
that at the transmitting antenna terminals

peak envelope power (PEP),  toppeffekt
the power measured at modulation peaks in an AM or single-sideband signal

phase detector,  fasdetektor
device whose output voltage is a function of the phase difference between
two input signals

phase noise, fasbrus
random fluctuations in the phase of a signal

phase velocity, fashastighet
the apparent speed of propagation along a waveguide based on the distance
between wavefronts along the walls of the guide

phase-locked loop (PLL),  faslåst slinga
a device which locks the frequency of a VCO exactly to that of an input
signal

phase-shift keying (PSK),
data communication system using phase modulation of a carrier

phi (φ),  fi (φ)
in an antenna pattern, the Greek letter phi denotes the angle in the horizontal
plane, from the x axis toward the y axis

piezoelectric effect,  piezoelektrisk effekt
an effect that occurs with some materials, such as quartz and some ceramics,
whereby a voltage is produced across the material when it is deformed. The
converse is also true: applying a voltage to the material will cause mechanical
deformation.

pilot carrier, pilotton
a reduced-amplitude carrier signal transmitted to aid in synchronising the
receiver

PIN diode,  PIN-diod
a three-layer diode (P-intrinsic-N) that can be used as a switch and an
attenuator at microwave frequencies

plate,  anod
the anode of an electron tube

polarisation,  polarisation
the direction of the electric field vector of an electromagnetic wave

power density,  effekttäthet
power flowing through a unit cross-sectional area normal to the direction of
travel of an electromagnetic wave

power efficiency,
a measure of how much of the transmitted power carries useful information

pre-emphasis, förbetoning, preemfas
high-pass filter used in an FM transmitter to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Always used with de-emphasis at the receiver

precession, precession
in a ferrite, rotation of the axis of rotation of the electrons

product detector, produktdetektor
a balanced modulator used as a detector for suppressed-carrier signals

propagation,  utbredning
process by which waves travel through a medium

propagation delay,  utbredningstid
time taken for a signal to propagate from transmitting to receiving antenna

propagation velocity, utbredningshastighet
the speed at which signals travel down a transmission line

pull-in range, infångningsområde
the range of signal frequencies to which a PLL can become locked,
measured to one side of the VCO free-running frequency, equal to one-half
the capture range

pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM),
analogue communication scheme using pulses whose amplitude is
proportional to the amplitude of samples

pulse-code modulation (PCM),
digital communication scheme where the amplitude of samples is transmitted
as a binary number

pulse-duration modulation (PDM),
analogue communication scheme using pulses whose duration is a function of
the sample amplitude

pulse-position modulation (PPM),
analogue communication scheme using pulses whose timing is a function of
the sample amplitude

pulse-width modulation (PWM),
see pulse-duration modulation

Q
quadrature AM (QAM), kvadraturmodulation

transmission of two separate information signals using two
amplitude-modulated carriers at the same frequency but differing in phase by
90°

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM or QUAM),
communication scheme that combines amplitude and phase modulation of a
carrier

quadrature detector, kvadraturdetektor
an FM detector circuit that makes use of the phase shift in a resonant circuit,
as a signal moves through resonance

quarter-wave transformer,  kvartsvågstransformator
a section of transmission line, electrically a quarter-wavelength in length, that
is used to change impedances on a transmission line

quieting sensitivity,
the strength of an unmodulated carrier that reduces the noise output of an FM
receiver by a specified amount

R
radar cross section, radarmålarea

the equivalent size of a radar target, compared with a perfectly conducting
flat plate oriented toward the receiver

radial,  radial
in a monopole antenna, a wire extending along the surface of the ground or
just below it, away from the antenna (A set of radials is used to improve the
effective conductivity of the ground.)

radiation resistance,  strålningsresistans
equivalent resistance at the feedpoint corresponding to the radiation of
energy by an antenna
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radio frequency (RF), högfrekvens (HF)
a frequency within the range of radio transmission

ratio detector, kvotdetektor
a type of discriminator that has the advantage of being insensitive to
amplitude variations of the signal

receiver, mottagare
device to extract the information signal from the signal propagating along a
channel

reflection coefficient, reflexionsfaktor, reflexionskoefficient
the ratio of reflected to incident voltage on a transmission line

resolution,  upplösning
in a frequency synthesiser, the smallest amount by which the output
frequency can be changed or the amount of detail produced by a video
system

return-to-zero (RZ),
line code that requires the signal level to return to zero once per transmitted
symbol

RFC (Radio Frequency Choke),  högfrekvensdrossel
inductor used to block RF signals

RGB colour,  RGB-färg
a colour video system where the three primary colours are transmitted
separately

S
S-meter,  signalstyrkemätare, S-meter

a meter on a receiver that indicates the strength of the received signal
screen grid, skärmgaller

an element of a vacuum tube used to shield the control grid from the anode
selectivity, selektivitet

the ability of a receiver to reject signals of frequencies other than that to
which the receiver is tuned

self-resonance,  egenresonans
resonance of a single component, either an inductor or capacitor, due to the
presence of stray capacitance or inductance respectively

sensitivity, känslighet
the ability of a receiver to receive weak signals with a satisfactory
signal-to-noise ratio

shape factor, formfaktor
for a bandpass filter, the ratio between the bandwidths for two specified
amounts of attenuation

side frequency,  sidbandsfrekvens
a signal component in a modulated signal, at a frequency different from that
of the carrier sideband all of the side frequencies to one side of the carrier
frequency

sidelobe, sidolob
a minor lobe at an angle of approximately 90° to the main lobe

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),  signal-brusförhållande
ratio of signal to noise power at a given point in a system

SINAD,  SINAD
ratio of signal-plus-noise-and-distortion to noise-plus-distortion (Closely
related to signal-to-noise ratio.)

single-sideband (SSB),  enkelt sidband (ESB)
any AM scheme where only one of the two sidebands is transmitted

skin effect, strömförträngning
reduction in effective cross-sectional area of a conductor with increasing
frequency

sky wave, jonosfärvåg, rymdvåg
electromagnetic wave returned to earth by the ionosphere

Smith chart, smithdiagram
a graphical transmission-line calculator

space,
the signal corresponding to a logical zero

space wave,  direktvåg
electromagnetic wave propagating directly from transmitting to receiving
antenna

spectral purity, spektral renhet
absence of spurious signals in the output of a transmitter

spectrum analyser, spektrumanalysator
device for displaying signals in the frequency domain

splatter,
colloquial term used to describe additional side frequencies produced by
overmodulation or distortion in an AM system

spurious response, mottagning av falska signaler
reception of signals at frequencies other than that to which a receiver is tuned

spurious signal, falsk signal
any emission from a transmitter other than the carrier and the sidebands
required by the modulation scheme in use (in suppressed-carrier systems the
carrier is also a spurious signal)

squelch,  brusspärr
system which disables the output of a receiver in the absence of a suitable
signal

standing-wave ratio (SWR),  stående-våg-förhållande
the ratio of maximum to minimum voltage on a transmission line

start bit, startbit
a bit transmitted just before a character in asynchronous communication

stop bit, stoppbit
a bit transmitted just after a character in asynchronous communication

stripline, stripline
a microwave transmission line that consists of a conductor in side a circuit
board, working against two ground planes, one on top and one on the bottom
of the board

stub, stubb
a short section of line, usually short-circuited at one end, used for impedance
matching

subcarrier, underbärvåg
secondary carrier that can carry an additional modulating signal and is itself
modulated onto the main carrier

superheterodyne receiver, superheterodynmottagare
receiver in which the signal is moved, using a mixer, to an intermediate
frequency before demodulation

suppressed-carrier signal, undertryckt bärvåg
an AM signal in which the carrier frequency component is eliminated, and
only one or both sidebands are transmitted

surface-acoustic-wave (SAW),  ytvågsfilter
filter a filter that uses acoustic waves on the surface of a substrate to achieve
the desired response

surge impedance,
see characteristic impedance

symbol,
the state of the transmitted signal that carries information

synchronous detection, synkron detektering
system of demodulation that makes use of the original carrier frequency and
phase

T
target,  mål

in radar, the object whose range, direction, and/or velocity is to be measured
terrestrial propagation,  terrest utbredning

propagation along or near the surface of the earth
theta (ΘΘΘΘ),  theta (Θ)

in an antenna pattern, the Greek letter theta refers to the angle from the
horizontal (x-y) plane toward the zenith, represented by the z axis

threshold effect, tröskeleffekt
noise-reduction effect which occurs with strong FM signals

time domain, tidsdomän
representation of a signal's amplitude as a function of time

tracking, synkron avstämning
adjustment of two or more tuned circuits so that they can be tuned
simultaneously with one adjustment

transferred-electron device (TED),
see Gunn device

transmission,  transmission
transfer of an information signal from one location to another

transmission line, transmissionsledning
any pair of conductors used to conduct electrical energy

transmitter,  sändare
device that converts an information signal into a form suitable for propagation
along a channel

transponder,  transponder
a transmitter-receiver combination

TRAPATT diode,  TRAPATT-diod
a variation of the IMPATT designed for high-power operation

trapezoidal pattern, modulationstrapets
a means of measuring amplitude modulation using an oscilloscope

travelling-wave tube (TWT),  vandringsvågrör
a linear-beam microwave tube in which an electron beam gives up energy to
a slow-wave structure

tripler,  triplare
a frequency multiplier whose output frequency is three times that of the input
signal varactor a reverse-biased diode used as a voltage-variable capacitor

troposphere,  troposfär
closest region of the atmosphere to the earth

tuned-radio-frequency (TRF) receiver,  rak mottagare
receiver in which the signal is amplified at its original frequency before
demodulation

tuning screw,  avstämningsskruv
a metal object threaded into a waveguide to add capacitance or inductance
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two-tone test signal, två-tons testsignal
a signal consisting of two audio frequencies, not harmonically related, used to
test single-sideband transmitters

U
usable sensitivity, användbar känslighet

strength of an FM signal, with defined deviation, required to produce a
specified SINAD in a receiver

V
variable-frequency oscillator (VFO), variabel frekvensoscillator

an oscillator whose frequency can be changed easily and quickly, by
adjusting a variable capacitor or inductor, or by changing the bias voltage on
a varactor

velocity factor, relativ våghastighet
ratio of the speed of propagation on a line to that of light in free space

vestigial sideband (VSB), stympat sidband
an AM signal in which one sideband is transmitted in full, but only those
components of the other sideband that correspond to relatively low
modulation frequencies are transmitted

voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO),  spänningsstyrd oscillator
an oscillator whose frequency can be controlled by changing an external
control voltage

W
waveguide,  vågledare

a hollow structure with no center conductor which allows waves to propagate
down its length

wideband FM (WBFM), bredbands-FM
FM with a relatively large modulation index

Y
YIG,  YIG

yttrium-iron-garnet, a type of ferrite

Z
zenith,  zenit

the direction straight up from the horizontal plane
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